Abstract: Problem statement: practical approach of detecting edge map was proposed. Approach: The methodology of this approach was presented and tested in order to select the best value of the operator, used to smooth and get the gradient, and the threshold value used to convert the gray gradient to binary edge map, so a practical value of the threshold and edge operator coefficient was investigated, these values used to calculate the gradient in order to get a better edge-map. Results: While increasing the value of C (constant C the first parameter in our practical approach of detecting the edge), we narrow the range of t and at the same time the value of the suitable t will be increased toward 1. Conclusion: This approach can be used to get the best edge map and to get a clear edge map, which can be used later in image segmentation and object extraction.
INTRODUCTION
As we a gray image is a set of pixels which are arranged in a 2D matrix, the intersection of a certain row and column defines the x and y coordinates of a certain pixel and the corresponding value of the pixel reflects the intensity value of the point which ranges from the minimum gray level (0) to the maximum gray level (for example 255) [1] . Edge detection is point processing method used to segment the image and to separate the image into different discontinuous objects which can be used for farther image processing operation [2] . Edge detection techniques are based [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] on the Properties of the gradient which includes:
• The magnitude of gradient provides information about the strength of the edge.
• The direction of gradient is always perpendicular to the direction of the edge as shown in Fig. 1 So the main idea of getting the gradient at each point is to:
• Compute derivatives in x and y directions • Find gradient magnitude • Threshold gradient magnitude Thus we can estimate the gradient with finite differences: Using pixel-coordinate notation (j corresponds to the x direction and i to the negative y direction) as shown in Fig. 2 .
Let us now Consider the arrangement of pixels about the pixel (i, j) as follows:
The partial derivatives can be computed by:
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We call the constant C the first parameter in our practical approach of detecting the edge. By setting C to 1 we can obtain the Prewitt operator [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] :
And by setting C to 2 we can get the Sobel operator [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] :
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We proposed the following steps in order to get the edge map of the original gray image: • Compute the total gray gradient: G = sqrt(Gx.*Gx+Gy.*Gy)
• Select the threshold value and convert the gray gradient to binary in order to get the edge map:
In Fig. 4 , imshow(e_map), title 'Edge Map'. 
RESULTS
Now we will try to use various values of the operator C and for each value of C we will select different values of t, then we apply the methodology of detecting the edge map. The obtained results will be analyzed in order to get the exact rang of t values which can be used as a best results to get the best clear edge map.
Here are some practical results (Fig. 5-45 ). 
DISCUSSION
As we see from the results while increasing the value of C we narrow the range of t and at the same time the value of the suitable t will be increased toward 1.
CONCLUSION
In order to get a clear edge map we have to select the C parameter which is to be used as a constant to define the X and Y operators to get the X and Y gradients. Increasing of C value leads to narrow the range of t, thus we have to select a high value of t which is closed to 1.
